Literature Cited: Reference should be made only to articles that are published or in press. Unpublished results and personal communications should be cited parenthetically in the text, not in the reference list. Authors are responsible for the accuracy of the references. In the final citation list, arrange references alphabetically listing all authors, then year of publication and abbreviated journal names. Complete author citation is required (use of “et al” is not acceptable).

- **Journals and Other Periodicals**
  
  Citations to articles in journals and periodicals should include all authors’ names (“et al” is not acceptable); year of publication; article title; abbreviated title of journal or periodical according to Index Medicus; volume number; and first and last page number. Please use the format given below.
  
  

- **Book Chapters and Edited Collections**

  Citations to book chapters and articles in an edited collection should include the author’s name; year of publication; article title; editor’s name; title of book or edited collection; place of publication (for US publishers: town and abbreviated state; for international publishers: town and country); publisher and first and last page numbers.


- **Book**

  Citation to entire books should include the author’s name; year of publication; title; edition number; place of publication (for US publishers: town and abbreviated state; for international publishers: town and country); publisher; and total number of pages. Please use the format given below.


- **Conference Abstracts and Proceedings**

  Citations to abstracts or articles in conference proceedings should include the author’s name; year of publication; article title; editor’s name (if any); title of proceedings; conference place; conference date, first and last page numbers or abstract identification number; publisher and/or organization from which the proceedings can be obtained; location of the office. Please use the format given below.


*Electronic Citations*

Non-periodical documents on the Internet, such as electronic catalogs, databases, electronic conference proceedings, abstracts and papers in electronic journals, and other stable (not continually updated) documents available online should be listed in the literature cited list in the same manner as other citation followed by the location (town and state) of the organization/publisher/university that owns the web site, the URL, and accessed date. Citations of electronic journals should follow normal journal format, omitting page number if none are used, followed by the URL and accessed date. For materials that appear in both electronic and print format, the citation information from the print format should always be used. It may be supplemented with electronic citation. Please use the format given below.


**In-Text Citations**

All references should be cited parenthetically in the text at least once, and include the first author’s last name and publication year arranged chronologically, then alphabetically. When there are more than two authors, use the first author’s name followed by “et al.” Citations for published papers by different authors within the same parentheses should be separated by a semicolon. When references are made to more than one paper by the same author, published in the same year, the reference, both in the text and in the citation list should be designated by consecutive lower case letters as a, b, c, etc.

Example: In the last few years, medical schools have been adopting TBL in preclinical courses (Siedel and Richards, 2001; McInerney, 2003; Nieder et al., 2005), clerkships, and resident training (Hunt et al., 2003a; 2003b).

**Tables:** Each table must have a self-explanatory title, be numbered in order of appearance with Arabic numerals and be cited at an appropriate point in the text. Tables should be constructed in the simplest format possible, in black and white with clear divisions between table cells. They are intended to show comparisons of data that are too cumbersome to describe in the text; they should not merely repeat text information. Every table column, including subcolumns should have a heading.

**Figures:** Figures need to be cited at an appropriate point in the text. Each figure must be accompanied by a brief descriptive legend.

**Figure Legends:** Legends for each figure should not exceed 200 words.

* Abbreviations used in figures and legends must match exactly those used in the text.